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Overview

Interplay Access 3.7.4 is a full installer. It does not require prior installation of Interplay Access 
v3.7.x.

This is a freely available patch. 

The version number of Interplay Access after this patch is applied is 3.7.4.55094.

Revision History

Prerequisites and Installation (Windows)

To install this version on a Windows system:

1. Copy Interplay_Workgroup_Client_Update_3.7.4_Win.zip to the desktop and 
double-click it.

2. Run InterplayAccessSetup374.exe and follow the instructions on the screen.

Prerequisites and Installation (Mac OS X)

To install this version on a Mac OSX system:

1. Copy Interplay_Workgroup_Client_Update_3.7.4_Mac.zip to the desktop and double-click it.

2. Click InterplayAccessP374.pkg and follow the system prompts.

n You cannot copy the .pkg file across system boundaries (such as to a Windows share) without 
corrupting the file. Copy the .zip file instead.

Date Revised Changes Made

November 7, 2017 Corrected the coding reference to “PrimaryMobInterplayProp” in 
“Configuring Access v3.7.4 and MC v8.8.5 for IPI-1779” on page 3.
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Fixed in Interplay Access v3.7.4

Interplay Access v3.7.4 fixes the following problems:

a Bug Number: ASSETS-597, IPI-1797. Check-in support for subclips created from Multi-camera 
group clips. Note that this fix requires MC v8.8.5 and requires an Access toggle to be set on the 
editor. See “Configuring Access v3.7.4 and MC v8.8.5 for IPI-1779” on page 3.

a Bug Number: ASSETS-457. When archiving an asset, the resolution name can be incorrectly set as 
“Unknown.”

a Bug Number: ASSETS-508. Resync: When adding certain resolutions such as “AVC Long GOP” to 
existing assets, the format/resolution is incorrect.

a Bug Number: IPI-1818. Offline AMA locations caused resolution dots to be displayed incorrectly.

a Bug Number: IPI-1764. Search tabs were always in text "Overwrite" mode.

Patches are cumulative. This patch includes the following fixes. Note that Access v3.7.1 
contained a fix for a single customer. 

Fixed in Interplay Access v3.7.3

a Bug Number: ASSETS-154. Check-in of AMA clips with an unknown resolution is not possible 
with Interplay Access v3.6.x or v3.7.x, and Interplay Engine v3.5 and earlier. Checking in these clips 
fails with the error message “The media is not supported for check-in in this configuration of 
Interplay Production.”

Fixed in Interplay Access v3.7.2

a Bug Number: IPI-1615. If you initiate “Update Status from Media Indexer,” the following error 
message might be displayed: “IllegalArgumentException. No enum constant.”

a Bug Number: IPI-1617. If you perform a check in with Access v3.6.3 or 3.7.0, the Workspace value 
is missing. 

a Bug Number: IPI-1633. A search can fail with the error message “An internal client error occurred. 
java.lang.SecurityException: Resource is not accessible.”

a Bug Number:  IPI-1630. In Interplay Administrator, open User Management > Manage Database 
Roles and select the Special Access Folders option. The following error message is displayed: “An 
object could not be found. Please refresh your view and try again.”
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Configuring Access v3.7.4 and MC v8.8.5 for IPI-1779

The fix for IPI-1779 is dependent on Media Composer v8.8.5 and later. In order to enable the check 
in of subclips created from group clips, you must perform the following steps:

• Install MC v8.8.5 on the editor system. Then install or edit a toggle file on the editor to enable 
the feature in Media Composer.

• Install Access v3.7.4 on the editor.

• Do one of the following:

- To turn the Access feature on for specific editors, copy a corresponding configuration.xml 
file to each editor (or edit an existing file) running Access v3.7.4 and MC v8.8.5.

- To turn the Access feature on for all editors in the workgroup running MC v8.8.5 and Access 
v3.7.4, set a property using Get/Set Property in the Interplay Access tool.

Details on how to perform these steps are presented in the following procedures.

c Due to performance concerns, the Access toggle must only be set if the site is affected by IPI-1797.

To configure Media Composer to create “subclips created from group clips” that can check 
into Interplay:

1. Install Media Composer v8.8.5 on the editor system.

2. Copy the supplied toggle file, ReleasedFeatures.ftf to the following folder:

- Windows: C:\ProgramData\Avid\Support

- Mac OS X: /Library/Application Support/Avid/Support 

The ReleasedFeatures.ftf file contains the following text:

{

    "AvidMediaEngine":

    {

"PrimaryMobInterplayProp" : true

    }

}

If you already have a ReleasedFeatures.ftf file with different text values (meaning that you 
already have one or more existing toggles), contact your Avid representative so a new toggle file 
can be created that combines the old and new values.

n The ReleasedFeatures.ftf file is not included with the MC v8.8.5 installer. See your Avid 
representative for a copy of the file.

3. Restart Media Composer.

4. To verify that the toggle has been turned on in the editor:

a. Start Media Composer and open the Project window.

b. Check that three asterisks appear at the top of the window. This indicates that a toggle is 
turned on.

c. Click the Info button and scroll down to the Feature Toggle Info section. The 
“PrimaryMobInterplayProp” feature should be displayed and set to true as shown in the 
following illustration.
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To install Access v3.7.4 on a Media Composer v8.8.5 system:

1. Do one of the following:

- Install on Windows as described in “Prerequisites and Installation (Windows)” on page 1.

- Install on Mac OS X as described in “Prerequisites and Installation (Windows)” on page 1.

n The unzipped installer folder contains a file named configuration.xml that can be used to enable the 
check in of “subclips created from group clips.”

To enable Access on individual editors to check in subclips created from group clips:

1. Install Access v3.7.4 on the Media Composer v8.8.5 system as described above.

2. Navigate to the following folder:

- Windows: C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Roaming\Avid\Workgroup

- Mac OS X: $HOME/Library/Preferences/Workgroup

3. If a configuration.xml file does not exist in the folder, copy in the configuration.xml file from the 
Access v3.7.4 zip file.

4. If there is already a configuration.xml file in the folder, add the following lines between the 
<bindings> and </bindings> elements/lines:

<binding 
name="com.avid.settings.toggle.iterateForPrimaryGroup"><boolean>true
</boolean>

5. Restart the Media Composer application.
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To enable all MC v8.8.5 editors in the workgroup to check in subclips created from group clips:

1. Install Access v3.7.4 on the Media Composer v8.8.5 system as described above.

2. Start Access v3.7.4.

3. Right-click the database icon and select Advanced > Get/Set Property as shown in the following 
illustration.

4. Click the GetSetProperty tab and create a new property as follows:

- Name: com.avid.settings.toggle.iterateForPrimaryGroup

- Flag: INHERIT and FORWARD_TO_TARGET

- Value: true
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The following illustration shows the completed entry with a value set to false.

5. Make sure the value is set to true and the click Apply.

6. Restart the Media Composer. 

Access can now check in subclips created from group clips for all editors running Access v3.7.4 
and Media Composer v8.8.5. Note that the Media Composer toggle must also be enabled on 
those systems.

n You can change the behavior on individual editors using the configuration.xml method described 
earlier. The configuration.xml method takes precedence over the database property method.
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